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Figure 1: The overview of Feedback Orchestration. It guides
writers to integrate feedback into revisions by a rhetorical structure.
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Abstract
Writing, as a complex creative task, demands rich feed-
back in the writing revision process. While much effort has
focused on improving diversity and quality of feedback, lit-
tle research explored how feedback can be effectively in-
tegrated into revisions. This work introduces Feedback
Orchestration that guides novices to revise and reflect on
their creative work by structuring feedback in the revision
process. Three design guidelines, including a rhetorical
structure, meta-feedback, and a flexible revision workflow,
are used for supporting novices to filter information, identify
weaknesses, and facilitate revision. The presented frame-
work will close the gap between feedback provided and
the subsequent performance by structuring revision pro-
cesses.

Author Keywords
Writing feedback; feedback-driven revision; online feedback
exchange; scaffolding.

Introduction
Writing is rewriting. Revision has been established as one
of the most important and complicated components in the
writing process [2]. Effective revisions rely on high-quality
feedback, and the writer is expected to develop a revision
plan by addressing those issues in some order. Multiple re-
visions are often necessary to fix writing errors locally and
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to improve content or structure globally. Triggered by differ-
ent types of feedback, each revision consists of a series of
sub-tasks, such as adding examples to support a claim or
fixing grammatical errors. However, novices focus mainly on
surface-level editing because they struggle with developing
good strategies to deal with high-level problems [2].

This work addresses the challenge of supporting novice
writers to take advantage of feedback and solve writing is-
sues in their revisions. Previous research has used Online
Feedback Exchange systems [3] to collect effective feed-
back to help designers revise their creative work. While
most work focused on improving diversity and quality of
feedback [5, 7], the difficulty in integrating feedback into
revisions efficiently and effectively has been largely ne-
glected. Therefore, this research focuses on designing
technology for facilitating the revision process rather than
the feedback generation process.

We propose Feedback Orchestration, a framework that
guides writers to reflect on high-level goals and facilitates
an effective revision process (see Figure 1). This framework
enables a flexible revision process by classifying feedback
into categories and presenting different levels of feedback
in a sequence. A rhetorical structure is used for supporting
people to assess their writing based on clear criteria; meta-
feedback is used for visualizing the belong category of each
feedback; a flexible interface is designed for enabling di-
verse revision workflows. The goal is to support writers to
make sense of feedback, develop good strategies to handle
with different levels of feedback, and facilitate the revision
process.

Furthermore, we implemented ReviseO, a writing support
system that guides novice writers to revise their writing
based on structured feedback in a flexible revision work-
flow. A rule-based classifier was used to classify feedback

into three rhetorical categories (semantic-related, language-
related, and mechanics) and enables three default revision
workflows (high-to-low, low-to-high, and all) for guiding writ-
ers to solve writing issues.

Feedback Orchestration
Feedback Orchestration provides a rhetorical structure to
classify feedback and guides writers to integrate feedback
in a flexible revision workflow (see Figure 1) First, a writer
submits the writing and requests for feedback from feed-
back providers. Next, feedback is classified into multiple
categories automatically. Most important of all, a writer
is guided to revise the work through a revision workflow.
We will introduce how the design guidelines are developed
based on insights drawn from our pilot study and revision
literature.

Revision challenges for novices
To understand the challenges novice writers commonly face
while integrating feedback into revisions, we conducted a
pilot study that recruited 6 participants (1 female) to the
laboratory and observed them revise an essay based on
expert feedback in 30 minutes. We gathered the following
key insights as follows:

• Novices usually dealt with feedback in a linear way. For
example, they read feedback and solved the writing is-
sues line by line.

• Novices mainly focused on fixing low-level writing issues
instead of high-level ones.

• Writers had diverse preferences to apply different revision
strategies while receiving mixed types of feedback.

Revision practice for experts
This framework attempts to guide novices to follow the pat-
tern of expert practice [2]. Experts start with defining the



rhetorical problems, set the goals and break them into sub-
goals; then, they continuously reflect and revise their work
based on the goals. In addition, experts examine writing is-
sues based on criteria and revise them in a recursive and
hierarchical manner; however, novices struggle with detect-
ing and diagnosing problems, as well as developing a good
strategy for dealing with high-level problems.

Design guidelines
Research suggests that managing writing with an eye for
rhetorical categories has been shown to support the writing
process, especially for novices [6]. Therefore, we developed
three key design guidelines to support novices to reflect
and revise on their work: 1) a rhetorical structure, 2) meta-
feedback, and 3) a flexible revision workflow.

A rhetorical structure is used to scaffold novice writers to
assess their writing with the standard criteria and meet
the rhetorical goals, which is the activity that expert writ-
ers always perform in mind. In addition, a rhetorical label
as meta-feedback is assigned to each feedback. It is used
to help novice writers be aware of the relationship between
feedback and the rhetorical goals. In the end, a flexible revi-
sion workflow enables writers to think and revise structurally
by applying their preferred strategies.

Implementation
ReviseO is a web-based writing support system built in
Python, Javascript, and Postgres, which has been deployed
on Heroku. It uses a domain rubric to classify feedback and
supports three revision workflows.
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Figure 2: The two images shows
the two stages in the high-to-low
workflow where high-level feedback
stage (top) transits to the
medium-level one (bottom). (a) the
original article view, (b) the editing
area, (c) the feedback rating, (d)
the accept and reject buttons, (e)
the writing tip button, (f) the next
button, and (g) the selected
annotation.

Taxonomy of writing feedback
Learning science suggests that well-designed rubrics help
students align the work with particular criteria and grasp
domain knowledge or principles [1]. Therefore, we follow
Jacobs et al. [4] ESL Composition Profile, which is the

best-known evaluation criteria, to classify feedback into five
categories: content, organization, vocabulary, language
use, and mechanics. We grouped five types into the three
broader categories of semantic-related feedback (content
and organization) as high-level feedback, language-related
feedback (vocabulary and language use) as medium-level
feedback, and mechanics as low-level feedback.

High-level feedback refers to semantic-related issues in-
cluding the main idea, supporting details or logical issues.
Medium-level feedback refers to language-related issues
regarding the use of the correct grammatical forms. Low-
level feedback refers to suggestions about all the arbitrary
“technical” stuff in writing like spelling, capitalization, and
punctuation.

Automated feedback classification
A rule-based classifier is designed to classify feedback into
three categories. First, we identify written suggestions as
high-level feedback by separate it from texts made by di-
rectly editing, such as deleting, inserting and replacing
words or characters. Next, we detect mechanical errors as
low-level feedback, including spelling, capitalization, punctu-
ation, and capital/lowercase mistyping. The rest of feedback
is classified into medium-level feedback.

Flexible Revision Workflow and Interface
This system supports three types of workflow: (1) showing
structured feedback together (ALL), (2) showing structured
feedback in high-to-low order (HML), and (3) showing struc-
tured feedback in low-to-high order (LMH). The high-to-low
workflow presents high-level feedback first, and lower-level
feedback later; the low-to-high workflow presents feedback
in a reverse way. This system also provides flexibilities for
users to choose their preferred workflows.

While a writer obtains categorized feedback, they can rate



feedback and revise the article. Figure 2 shows two stages
in the high-to-low workflow. The interface contains the orig-
inal article (a) and the editing area (b) on the left, and the
feedback area on the right. Each comment has a rating (c),
and an accept and reject button (d).

In this workflow, writers firstly see high-level feedback and
then medium-level feedback when they switch to another in-
terface by pressing the next button (f). Writers can click on
the annotation, the corresponding comment with a connect-
ing line will show up in the interface (g).

Evaluation and Future work

Figure 3: The results showed that
participants had high perceived
helpfulness of using our system
and receiving structured feedback.
A 7-point Likert scale was used.
Below the table are some of our
participants’ comments after using
the system.

We evaluated our system with 12 self-motivated ESL writ-
ers. They were asked to write three 400-word essays before
the experiment. In the experiment, they revised the three
essays by receiving structured expert feedback in three re-
vision workflows (ALL, HML, LMH). After the experiment,
they required to answer several questions in a 15-minute
interview. The results showed that all participants felt help-
fulness of using our system (see Figure 3). Also, structured
feedback helped filter information and identified their weak-
nesses in writing. More interestingly, some novices devel-
oped new strategies and plans for improving their revision
behaviors and writing abilities.

In the future, we will take an iterative design approach to
revise our system. With further improvement, we believe
that our system can enable collaborations between authors
and feedback providers for supporting complex creative
tasks solving.
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